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Unweaving Code Search toward
Remixing-Centered Programming Support
Kumiyo Nakakoji, Yasuhiro Yamamoto and Yoshiyuki Nishinaka

Abstract Recognizing that programming is basically remixing, this chapter looks
into the cognitive, social, and practical aspects of searching for and using existing
code in a programming task. A code search mechanism undoubtedly plays an essential supporting role in a developers search for code in his or her own programming
task. Supporting code search activities, however, demands more than code search
mechanisms. At the same time, code search mechanisms also help a developer in a
wider spectrum of programming activities. We present the anatomy of the cognitive
activity in which a developer searches for existing code, and we propose efficacy and
attitude as two dimensions depicting code search activity. We discuss areas of necessary technical and socio-technical support for code search activities in addition
to code search mechanisms. We conclude the chapter by calling for a developercentered remixing-oriented development environment.

1 Unweaving Code Search
Everything is a remix. 1 A large part of software is built by using existing code from
open source software (OSS) via the Web. Programming is now viewed as basically
remixing.
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As Henning [19] noted, development style has changed from the seventies and
eighties, when developers pretty much wrote everything from scratch. A number of
studies have found that developers constantly engage in searching for code, for documents, and for discussion forums. Developers almost always start their programming by searching the Web [22]. They begin to compose their own code only after
making sure that there are no Application Program Interfaces (APIs) or libraries
that are usable for their current tasks. Developers also use Web search results for
a variety of problem-solving activities [5], and for different reasons [15], software
developers use a bricolage of resources [5].
Text search mechanisms have been serving developers as essential tools. The
UNIX grep command has been one of the most frequently used tools by developers
for decades, and emacs has offered incremental search and another variety of text
search mechanisms from the very beginning. All popular Integrated Development
Environments (IDEs) are equipped with powerful text search engines.
This chapter looks into the cognitive, social, and practical aspects of searching
for and using existing code in a programming task. The approach we have taken is
distinguishing the issues and challenges in code search activities from those in code
search mechanisms (Fig. 1).
The underlying motivation for this approach is our concern that casually claiming
research on code search for software development might blur the essential aspects
of a research question addressing a code search activity versus a code search mechanism. A code search mechanism undoubtedly plays an important role in supporting
a developer searching for code in his or her own programming task. Supporting
code search activities, however, demands more than code search mechanisms. At
the same time, code search mechanisms also help a developer in a wider spectrum
of programming activities, not just searching for code.
The next section presents the anatomy of the cognitive activity in which a developer uses existing code (i.e., code reuse). We propose efficacy and attitude as two
dimensions for depicting a code search activity, and describe the scenarios of three
typical types of code reuse by using these dimensions. The following two sections
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Fig. 1 Search technology is useful not only for a developer’s search activities but for other development activities. A developer’s search activities involve not only technology but also other
computational support.
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discuss areas of necessary technical support for code search activities other than
code search mechanisms. Sect. 3 discusses how some aspects of code search activities call for such technical support. Sect. 4 outlines issues and challenges in using
peers as information resources in code search, and addresses cognitive as well as social issues in communicating with the right person to obtain the sought information
in a timely manner. Finally, Sect. 5 lists how the existing search mechanisms would
further help a developer in interacting with source code.

2 Anatomy of Code Reuse
This section focuses on a developer’s code search activity (see the small right oval
in Fig. 1). From the cognitive perspective for the activities involved in code search,
we present two dimensions for depicting code reuse 2 that underlie a wide variety of
code search activities.
The first dimension is for what purpose a developer uses existing code for a
current programming task. The second dimension is the way in which the developer
uses existing code.

2.1 The Efficacy Dimension of Code Reuse
The first dimension, which we call the textitefficacy of code reuse, characterizes the
purpose of, the motivation for, or the developer’s foreseeable gain in using existing
code.
There are two types of efficacy in code reuse. The first one is textitefficacy
through code texture, and the other is textitefficacy through code functionality
(Fig. 2).
textitEfficacy through code texture is established when a developer brings the
texture (i.e., literal character strings) of an existing code segment into the program
that he or she is currently editing.
2

Note that by code reuse, we mean a developers action of simply using existing code in the developers task, and do not necessarily mean a part of more established areas of research on software
reuse in software engineering.

Fig. 2 The efficacy dimension: through code texture
(left) and through code functionality (right)
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textitEfficacy through functionality is recognized by a developer when the developer is provided with the functionality of an existing code segment that he or she
needs in a program.
Different cognitive activities are involved, depending on the type of efficacy a
developer seeks in reusing code. When a developer seeks efficacy through texture
in reusing code, the developer must read the source code of potentially reusable
parts of the code. In contrast, when a developer seeks efficacy through functionality
in reusing code, the developer does not necessarily have to read its source code.
Instead, the developer is likely to pay more attention to its documentation and reputation by peers and other developers.

2.2 The Attitude Dimension of Code Reuse
The second dimension, which we call the textitattitude toward code reuse, characterizes the style, or the way in which the developer uses existing code in terms of
the developer’s own code that he or she is currently editing.
The attitude here is along a spectrum with two ends (Fig. 3). The one end portrays
the attitude of a developer when the developer uses an existing code segment textitas
an element in his or her own program. The other end portrays the attitude of a
developer when the developer uses existing code textitas a substrate, on top of which
the developer builds his or her own program.
Needless to say, this attitude is not the property of a developer, but that of a
context consisting of who is reusing which code in what task.
When a developer takes the as-an-element attitude in reusing code, he or she is
likely to search for potentially usable code candidates, try using one of them, and
perhaps replace it with another if the chosen one does not fit well to the task. In
contrast, when exhibiting the as-an-substrate attitude in reusing code, the choice of
which code to reuse would have a significant impact on the developers subsequent
coding task. The developer is likely to spend a significant amount of time investigat-
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Fig. 3 The attitude dimension: along the spectrum between as-an-element (left) and as-a-substrate
(right)
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ing a few potentially useful candidates by carefully comparing them to decide which
one to use. Once the choice is made, he or she is unlikely to replace the chosen one.

2.3 Illustrating Three Typical Code Reuse Scenarios
This subsection illustrates scenarios of three typical types of code reuse in terms of
the dimensions of efficacy and attitude.

2.3.1 Searching for Previously Experienced Code
A developer often searches for a segment of code that he or she has either written
before or read before to literally copy and paste it into the current code being editing
(Fig. 4).
This is a typical example of a developer seeking efficacy through code texture
with an as-an-element attitude.
A developer may remember previously writing a code, or reading the code (written by peer developers or by some OSS developers) that seems to be close to what he
or she needs in the current program. Once the code segment is identified and pasted,
the developer reads it, may modify it if necessary, or may completely discard it if it
does not seem to work.

2.3.2 Using a Framework
A framework is a collection of program modules that provide a set of necessary
functionality in a specific domain or service. Deciding which framework to use has a
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Fig. 4 Using a segment of previously experienced code. The challenge here is to find the segment
of interest in vaguely remembered code locations.
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significant effect on a developers programming task because it is likely to determine
the architecture of the system to implement and how the program is written (Fig. 5).
This is a typical example of a developer seeking efficacy through code functionality with an as-a-substrate attitude.
Often a software architect of a software development project is the one who
searches for potentially useful frameworks and decides which framework to use
after comparing and studying several alternatives for the project. Once decided, it
is not likely that the developer would casually replace the framework; replacing a
framework possibly involves a large amount of maintenance cost.

2.3.3 Using a Code Example for a Web-Service API
A developer often uses a piece of example code for an API to use an external service
(Fig. 6). This typical practice illustrates the type of code reuse in which a developer
seeks both efficacy through texture (i.e., an example code) and efficacy through
functionality (i.e., an external service), with an as-an-element attitude.
A developer who is interested in using a particular service functionality searches
for documents and discussion forums about APIs for using that service. Typically,
providers of such services promote their services to other developers and tend to provide detailed information resources for using their API, to make it easier to search
for such information through Google and other Web search engines.
A rich source of examples of API usage is available on the Web [6], enabling
developers to gain the efficacy of code reuse through code texture. The search result
for API code examples is likely to consist of several candidates. Typically, a developer copies and pastes one of them in the current program, test-runs the program,
and checks whether it successfully produces the desired effect. If it fails the developers expectation, the developer replaces the pasted part with another result from
the search, and then checks whether that one works. The developer may not fully
understand the pasted statement for instance, which parameter does what but if it
works, he or she may just leave it as is in the program.
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Fig. 5 Using a framework. A developer needs to develop some understanding about a framework
before deciding to use it.
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3 Areas of Technical Support for Code Search Activities
From the perspective of a developers cognitive activity on code search, code search
mechanisms are necessary but not sufficient. Other areas of technical support should
be taken into account to smoothly and effectively help a developer engaging in code
reuse and remix (see the larger left oval in Fig. 1).
This section lists some aspects of a code search activity that would demand such
technical support. We discuss existing tools and then outline future research agendas
together with relevant existing research in addition to software engineering.

3.1 Knowing the Nonexistence of Potentially Usable Existing Code
Developers often want to make sure that there is no reusable code before they start
writing their own code. Developers usually have a rather good understanding of
what they want to achieve in their own programming tasks. In this sense, the code
search is fact-finding rather than exploratory [25].
It remains as a challenging task to know the nonexistence of potentially usable
code for the current task. When one does not find usable code among a list of queried
results, it is often difficult to distinguish whether such code does not exist or whether
it exists but has not been located due to inadequate queries. A developer is likely to
specify a query for a desired functionality in his or her own context, but what could
be suitable for the task may not be associated with such a vocabulary set [24].

existing service
the API to use the service

one's own code

as-an-element
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efcacy through
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example codes using the API

efcacy through
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Fig. 6 Using a code example for a Web-service API. A challenge is to choose among multiple
candidates the “right” example to copy that fits to the current programming needs.
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3.2 Helping to Formulating Queries
Tools have been studied to address the challenge of adequately formulating queries.
CodeBroker used a latent-semantic indexing mechanism to associate terms used in
program comments and method signatures with methods stored in code repositories
[33]. Blueprint automatically generates queries with code context for a developer
and presents a code-centric view of Google search results in an IDE [6]. Mica makes
it easier for a developer to explore Google search results by providing appropriate
relevance cues for the information that he or she wants to know [30]. The approach
by Bajracharya et al. helps developers obtain example code that uses similar set of
APIs by using code usage similarity measurements, reformulating a query by showing a tag-cloud of popular words for the current query, and narrowing down results
according to popularity [2]. API Explorer recommends related APIs to a developer
by using API Exploration Graph, which models the structural relationships between
API elements [10].
We may also resort to crowd sourcing for query formulation if we could use
search query logs of tens of thousands of developers searching the Web. Such query
logs are typically not publicly available but can be mined through search suggestion services [3]. Fourney et al [13] mine the Google search query log to generate
a Query-Feature (QF) graph, which encodes associations between user goals articulated in queries and the specific features of a solution element relevant to achieving
those goals. Using Google Suggestion and other publicly available search query
suggestion services, their technique performs a standard depth-first or breadth-first
tree traversal “by expanding partial queries one character at a time,” starting with
the keyword a user specifies. The approach has currently been applied in the CUTS
(characterizing usability through search) framework, helping users to access usability information of an application system and to identify similar application systems
on the Web [14]. This technique seems to be straightforwardly extendable to help
developers identify potentially usable APIs, libraries, and frameworks when they
are not sure about how to specify queries.

3.3 Locating a Previously Experienced Code Segment through
Personal Information Management
When a developer has a particular code segment in mind to reuse, the developer may
remember only its existence but not its location, or may even remember it wrongly
(e.g., the code segment was written at some point of time but not saved in a file).
If a developer is unable to find the source code where he or she remembered it,
the developer has to search for it. The developer may use a character string that
he or she has in mind as a query, or use temporal relationships, such as that’s the
code I was working on when the new manager came to our project, as a retrieval
cue to located potentially related files. Once presented with a searched result, the
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developer immediately knows whether it is what he or she has been seeking. This
type of search poses a challenge similar to the one found in the studies on personal
information management [4].
Proposed tools and empirical studies in the field are applicable to help developers
in this situation. For instance, using a tool such as Stuff I’ve Seen, which provides a
unified index for email messages, Web pages, and other types of personal documents
through their temporal relationships [11], a developer would be able to search the
code that he or she has previously written by using his or her own experience as
a contextual cue. Another example is the HCB (History-Centric Browsing)-tempo,
which helps a user revisit previously visited Web pages by indexing a large volume
of Web page history using the search query-based slicing (SQS) technique [29].

3.4 Using Related Documents to Judge Code Reuse Potential
A number of developers have mentioned that cognitive cost is quite high when reading source code written by someone else. A developer tends to resort to related documents and information or forums to judge whether to use a specific API, service,
library, or framework, rather than reading their source code, by addressing questions
such as:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Is this API well-documented?
How often does this library go through major updates?
When was this answer provided in the Q&A forum?
Which projects use this framework?
How does this library rank in Google search? How about for the last six months?
Which API results in more search results?
How lively is this forum?

Discussions in forums often complement the documents created by the library/API
designers by providing what the library/API owners have not tested; documents often fail to accurately explain in which contexts the library is not operational, only
because it has not been tested.

3.5 Judging the Credibility of Existing Code
The number of search results on each of the few potentially usable libraries helps
a developer compare which ones are more popular. Limiting the search to a certain
period of time (e.g., for the period of the last six months) helps the developer to
better understand the trends of their uses.
The ranking of search results helps developers infer how popular or commonly
used an API is. Popularity is often a good indication of the adequate maintenance
of the API/library, unless it provides a particular service or functionality.
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Timestamps attached to each question and answer in discussion forums provide a
valuable resource to judge whether the library is well maintained. If the information
in the forum is relatively obsolete, developers may assume that an alternative library
should be available that had replaced the current library, and they should start over
searching.

3.6 Limiting Search Space by Using Social Information
Currently available Web search engines are good for understanding the popularity
and reputation of a library and API at large, but are not helpful for a developer
investigating whether it is used by those the developer trusts and respects. A sociotechnical approach that combines social network systems with Web search mechanisms would significantly benefit a code-searching developer in this context.
Another socio-technical approach would be to share search histories among the
members of a project, a group, an organization, or a community. The information
necessary to understand a framework may have already been studied by the architect
of the project when deciding to use the framework from among other alternatives.
Such information that the architect had used could be valuable resources for project
members when they study the framework later in the development process.

3.7 Tasting Existing Code
To examine the memory consumption or the execution speed of library APIs, developers need to try out the library in their own project context. Using tools such as
Maven3 may ease the task of building processes of a target library, but it remains
cumbersome to “taste” a library API, especially if it is written in an unfamiliar
programming language. Experimentability and penetrability are featured as factors
affecting the usability of APIs [28], and tool support to improve such aspects is
warranted.

3.8 Understanding the Implication of the Use of Existing Code
before Reusing It
To decide whether to use a particular framework, developers need to have some understanding about a set of potentially complicated APIs the framework provides.
APIs are the visible interfaces between developers and the abstractions provided
by the framework [19]. Human-related factors, such as the design of APIs [19],
3
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the usability of APIs [7], the learnability of APIs [28], and the necessary conceptual knowledge about APIs [24], are becoming key considerations in deciding which
framework to use. Tools such as APATITE (Associative Perusal of APIs That Identifies Targets Easily) [12], which helps a developer browse APIs through incremental,
column-based presentation of API graphs filtered by popularity of usage, have been
developed to help in understanding the framework being used. However, few tools
are available to help the developer understand a framework prior to starting to use
it.

3.9 Comparing the Effects of Using Texture of Existing Code
Segments
Existing program editors do not naturally support the trial-and-error process of finding a usable example code from multiple candidates. When pasted in an editor, the
copied segment is merged into the existing program and becomes indistinguishable
unless the developer deliberately inserts some visual cues (e.g., blank lines or comments) to designate which part is currently being tested with a pasted code segment.
Some graphic editors use a tracing paper metaphor and employ layers to produce
variations of the current drawing area. Terry et al. explored a way to simultaneously develop alternative solutions to the current problem situation [31]. Similar
techniques would help developers in the process of choosing a usable example code
from multiple candidates.

3.10 Motivation to Search Existing Code
Although perhaps less common than in the past, a problem still remains when a
developer is not motivated to search for potentially useful code. One of the early
systems, CodeBroker [32], monitors a programming editor (emacs), infers the programmer’s interest by parsing comments and message signatures, and pushes potentially relevant information to the developer in a subtle manner (i.e., in a small
sub-pane located in the bottom of the emacs editor). The argument for such an editor is that information delivered in this way should minimize interruption, and that
the system should incrementally present more in-depth information only when the
developer requests it [33].

4 Socio-Technical Support for Code Search Activities
Peer developers serve as precious information resources in identifying the existence
of potentially usable code through face-to-face communication [23] and in discus-
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sion forums [20]. STeP IN Java (Socio-Technical Platform for In-situ Networking
for Java programming) [34] is an example of an approach that identifies experts who
might know the existence of potentially useful information for a developer. In addition, HelpMeOut suggests possibly relevant solutions made by peer developers to a
novice programmer who is facing a compiler error message or a runtime exception
[18].
A developer’s ability to search, rank, and triage code, documents, and peer developers that are seamlessly integrated in an IDE may be ideal. However, code and
documents are things, whereas peer developers are humans [34]. A challenge involves how to balance a developer’s needs for communication for help in searching
code with another developers’ needs for a concentrated flow experience [26].

4.1 Searching for Developers for Help Is not Equal to Finding the
Name of a Person to Ask
Addressing the challenge of having school teachers as knowledge resources, Illich
stated that whereas a thing is available at the bidding of a user, a person becomes a
knowledge resource only when he or she consents to do so, restricting time, place,
and methods as he or she chooses [21].
Using humans as information resources is costly, especially if the sought humans
are not dedicated to helping and providing information because they have their own
time-pressing tasks.
When finding a peer developer for a question, it is necessary to search for those
who not only can answer the question, but also are willing to answer the question.
The search for a peer developer for an answer needs to include how to select participants for communication, what timing to use to start communication, how to invite
people to participate in the communication, which communication channel to use,
and how to use the resulting communicative session (i.e., communication archives)
[26].

4.2 Searching for Developers Adds a Social Cost to the Cost of
Information Search
Finding a person and asking him or her a question involves a social cost. Those who
seek information demonstrate different asking behaviors, depending on whether
they are in public, in private, communicating with a stranger, or communicating with
a friend, due to the different levels of perceived psychological safety in admitting
their lack of knowledge [8]. At the same time, whether developers can successfully
get their questions answered depends on how they ask it, including their rhetorical
strategies, linguistic complexity, and wording choice [8]. A classic study has found
that engineers tend to rely on knowledge resources that are easier to access rather
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than maximizing gains [16], a fact that does not seem to have changed much for the
last forty years.
The perceived social burden on a potential answerer may affect how easy it is for
a developer to ask a question. A field study of Answer Garden reports that because
the information-seekers identity is not revealed in Answer Garden, the informationseeker feels less pressure in asking questions and bothering experts [1]. It might also
become easier for an information-seeking developer to ask a question when he or
she knows that the recipients have the option and freedom to ignore the request.

4.3 The Social Cost of Communication Can be Reduced by Using a
Social-Aware Communication Mechanism
The benefit of a question-answer communication would primarily go to the one
who asks, and the cost is primarily paid by those who are asked. Such cost includes
stopping his or her own ongoing development task, collecting relevant information
if necessary, composing an answer for the information-seeking developer, and then
going back to the original task [36]. This type of communication is different from
coordination communication, which has a symmetric or reciprocal relation in terms
of cost and benefit between those who initiate communication and those who are
asked to communicate [27].
A developer being asked may feel different levels of social pressure, depending
on who is requesting information and through which communication channel the
request is coming. For instance, it is harder to ignore a request if asked face-toface. Developers may respond to a question not because they want to answer it but
because they do not want to ignore it. Even though helping is costly, taking no action
or saying “no” may also incur a social cost.
The STeP IN framework [34] provides a social-aware communication mechanism called DynC (Dynamic Community); a temporal mailing list is created every
time an information-seeking developer posts a question, with the recipients decided
dynamically. Whereas the sender’s identity is shown to the recipients, the recipients’
identities are not revealed unless they reply to the request. If some of the recipients
do not answer, for whatever reasons, nobody will know it; therefore, refusing to help
becomes socially acceptable. If one of the recipients answers the question, his or her
identity is revealed to all the members of the DynC mailing list. This asymmetrical
information disclosure is meant to reinforce positive social behaviors without forcing developers into untimely communication.
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4.4 Asking a Question to a Thing Relieves the Social Pressure of
Communication
Social skills have been recognized as indispensable for developers, who often have
to obtain necessary information from other developers using the APIs of interest
both within an organization and outside of organizations over the Internet. This,
however, should not necessarily be so.
STeP IN Java [35] allows a developer to post a question to a function API of
Java libraries, relieving the developer of social pressure in posting a question to a
large mailing list or identifying a peer programmer who is likely to help. The system
identifies expert peer developers to the specific API by keeping track of who used
the API in previous project histories, filters out the experts who have formerly had
little social correspondences with the developer, formulates a temporary mailing list
with the remaining experts for the question, and forwards the question to the mailing
list. If someone on the mailing list posts the answer, the system brings the answer
back to the asking developer.

4.5 Searching for Developers for Help Should Balance the Benefit
of Individuals with the Cost of Group Productivity
Broadcasting a question may give a developer a better chance to find the right answer more quickly. However, if developers are frequently interrupted to offer help,
their productivity is significantly reduced, resulting in lower group productivity.
Attention has been rapidly becoming the scarcest resource in our society [17].
We have estimated how much attention (in terms of time) is collectively spent in the
Lucene mailing list and found that roughly more than 1,000 hours were collectively
spent every month over the 2,282 developers [36]. In an organizational setting, this
collective cost might even outweigh the benefits of developers obtaining answers
from other developers. One way to reduce this cost is by limiting the recipients of
the question to only those who are both able and very likely to be willing to answer
the question [34].

4.6 Archiving Communication Turns the Need for Developer
Search into that of Information Search
Compared to other professional communities, software developers’ communities
have historically taken advantage of digital media for communication, and their
archives have served as rich information resources for other developers, transforming pieces of information originally available only by direct human contact into
sources stored in artifacts.
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Recent trends in social networking systems, such as Twitter, Facebook, and
LinkedIn, open up new possibilities to collect information on a daily basis from
individual developers. Such collections of information would become rich knowledge resources for developers, and make it possible to access knowledge that resides
in a developer’s mind without requiring social skills.

5 Interacting with Code through Code Search Mechanisms
This section briefly describes situations in which code search mechanisms help a
developer interact with code (see the larger left oval in Fig. 1)
• Compose through selection
A developer start typing the initial part of the name of an API and through IDEs
that are now equipped with auto-completion mechanisms, the system incrementally searches for possible names starting with the typed string and matching the
current program context. Together with a rich and fast-enough auto-completion
mechanism, a developer may incrementally compose a program through a cycle
of typing a few letters and selecting one of the auto-completed candidates.
• Generate clickable links
A developer uses search mechanisms to generate clickable links to directly jump
to the exact location of interest for quicker access, rather than typing a URL
or navigating through browsers. In this way, a developer types the major part
of the name of the library portal site and Google returns a link to the site that
the developer then simply clicks for instant connection, even if the developer
remembers the exact URL. In addition, a developer can insert tags in the code in
Eclipse so that he or she can later search for a particular tag to which the IDE lists
all the program components as clickable links to their corresponding locations.
• Translate technical messages
A developer uses Google search as a technical translator to make sense of cryptic
errors and debugging messages by searching them on the Web [5].
• Be reminded of unsure names
A developer frequently conducts a Google search to use as a reminder of the
correct name of an API or library for what the developer has in mind. Google
Suggest and Google search results usually come up with a list of the variation of
the name, from which a developer is likely to easily recognize the correct one.
• Debug through structural patterns
A developer can interactively search for a specified structure in a half-billion
lines of a Java program repository within one second by using CodeDepot [37],
a browser-based code search tool. The developer searches for a pattern in which
a specific set of APIs are called, and by looking at the searched results, he or she
may notice that the specific order of the API calls is necessary.
• Observe coding standard/styles/convention
A developer can find code segments within his or her project that do not observe
a given coding standard or convention by using a structure search mechanism.
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• Deal with code clones
A developer can pay attention to the code clones of the program segment in which
he or she has found a bug through CodeDepot [37] to avoid the possibility of the
same bug in its cloned code.
• Be proactive to code clones
A developer can be warned when he or she is about to edit a code segment that
is likely to have clones through CloneTracker [9], a code structure search mechanism integrated within an IDE.

6 Concluding Remarks
By focusing on the remixing aspect of the coding experience, this chapter has described code search activities from a cognitive perspective. Our view is not that code
is a remix but that coding is remixing. Searching for code is an essential activity in
code remixing, which calls not only for search mechanisms but also for other technical and socio-technical support.
The remixing style of programming has changed through the last decade, and
now developers often use existing code without knowing its details. Developers resort to documents and code examples, as well as the reputations of other developers,
to judge whether to use the code for their current task. Developers take different
strategies to decide when to reuse, how to reuse, and what code to reuse, depending
on the efficacy they envision and the attitude they take.
Software development has come to form an ecosystem in which each developer
remixes existing code to produce new systems. A developer-centered, remixingoriented development environment must take this dynamism of programming into
account. The depiction of code search activities as well as the list of technical and
socio-technical needs discussed in this chapter should help in designing and building
such environments.
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